
The Conservation of Octonion Energy and Momentum

In the previous chapter, we went over the derivations of the Octonion 8-current and force-work 
expressions. Following the 4D classical Electrodynamics path, the equations expressing the 
conservation of energy and momentum are derived by first converting the force-work expression into 
an equivalent form that has an outside differentiation on each term, then writing down the equation that 
equates the two. This equation is then integrated over any finite volume, allowing selective conversion 
of volume integrals to enclosing surface integrals. The scalar portion of this equality demonstrates a 
balance between the total field energy enclosed within the prescribed volume, the net energy flux 
entering or exiting this volume through its enclosing surface, and the mechanical work done on the 
content within. The non-scalar portion represents the balance between total force externally exerted on 
the prescribed volume and the time rate of change in the field and mechanical momentum within. 

The increase in dimensions from 4D space-time to 8D Octonion Algebra makes the conversion of the 
force-work expression to one with outside differentiation a non-trivial task. We do have substantial 
clues on what to expect from our understanding of the 4D classical stress-energy-momentum tensor, 
and the outside differentiation represented by its divergence. While this may be enough for the truly 
gifted to be successful with an Octonion approach, we have additional helpful information provided by 
the Law of Octonion Algebraic Invariance. This law tells us that physically observable phenomenon 
such as we are dealing with for energy and momentum must be expressed by equations that are 
invariant to all possible definition changes for the applied Octonion Algebra. This reduces the effort to 
create outside differentiation equality by orders of magnitude. 

We previously used classical Electrodynamics as a guide to create the Octonion force-work expression 
as the full complement of invariant product terms within the product of the invariant 8-current and the 
mixed variant/invariant field expressions. After examining the classical Electrodynamics stress-energy-
momentum tensor, we should expect its analogous Octonion form with outside differentiation will be 
the full complement of algebraically invariant products in

∇i [n (∇j Ak) (∇l Am)]  ei * [ (ej * ek ) * (el * em ) ]

The constant n is anticipated by our knowledge of the 4D classical stress-energy-momentum tensor 
where some terms will need scaling by a factor of ±1 or  ±½. The Octonion stress-energy-momentum 
equivalent is then represented by 

[n (∇j Ak) (∇l Am)]  [ (ej * ek ) * (el * em ) ]

We have a rank one representation with Octonion Algebra, so this is not a second rank tensor but 
should be simply considered an Octonion algebraic element.

The algebraic invariance is fully determined by the four basis element products within ei * [ (ej * ek ) * 
(el * em ) ], so we will focus in on these to determine the invariant index combinations. With these in 
hand, we will then discover the algebraically invariant partial differential expressions. We will be 
selectively determining algebraically invariant forms and adding or subtracting and scaling as 
necessary to achieve equivalence with the indexes for the established 4D classical Electrodynamics 
stress-energy-momentum tensor divergence. Once worked out for Electrodynamics, we will need to 
verify there is a match for the whole of the Octonion force-work equation.
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We will first look at the situation where the outside differentiation is over the scalar basis index. Since 
scalar basis products do not impact algebraic invariance, [ (ej * ek ) * (el * em ) ] must in this case be an 
algebraic invariant. Now assume one of the indexes inside each of the two parentheses products are 
zero. We then would have algebraic invariance determined by the single product of the two remaining 
non-zero indexes. The only algebraic invariant possibility is for both indexes to be equal. We have then 
our first invariant index set.

Invariant Form 1; for a: 1-7
e0 * [ (ea * e0 ) * (ea * e0 ) + (ea * e0 ) * (e0 * ea ) + (e0 * ea ) * (ea * e0 ) + (e0 * ea ) * (e0 * ea ) ]

If we move these index values e0 * [(ej * ek ) * (el * em )] into ∇0 [(∇j Ak) (∇l Am)] we get the differential 
form representing this invariant combination. We should recognize Invariant Form 1 as representing the 
time rate of change of the energy density maintained within the irrotational fields, and we observe both 
the energy density and its time derivative are both Octonion algebraic invariants as we might expect.

Now remove the zero index requirement for one of the parenthesis products. Since our fields of interest 
have no scalar representative, we will require the non-zero indexes within this parenthesis to be 
different. This product is now an ordered permutation triplet multiplication rule. If the product of its 
result with the single non-zero basis within the other parenthesis product uses the same ordered 
permutation triplet multiplication rule, the rule will be applied twice, so any negation will be done 
twice yielding the same sign. This can only happen when the index paired with a zero index matches 
one of the indexes in the other parenthesis product. We have then our second invariant form.

Invariant Form 2; for a,b: 1-7, a ≠ b
e0 * [ (ea * e0 ) * (ea * eb ) + (ea * e0 ) * (eb * ea ) + (e0 * ea ) * (ea * eb ) + (e0 * ea ) * (eb * ea ) ]

Looking at indexes representative of our fields from classical Electrodynamics, we find the differential 
expression for the time rate of change of the cross product of the electric and magnetic field, known as 
the Poynting Vector. So the full expression within the [ ] brackets must represent the Octonion 
equivalent of the Poynting Vector. Since energy flux is an observable, the Octonion Poynting Vector is 
itself an algebraic invariant as is its time derivative.

The last possibility keeping an outside scalar basis index finds the indexes within both parentheses 
products not equal and not zero. Each parentheses product then is governed by an ordered permutation 
triplet multiplication rule and there is one additional product between them possibly impacting 
algebraic invariance. If the two parentheses products are governed by different ordered permutation 
rules, there is no way the rule for the additional product between them can reconcile their different 
algebraic variances, so we can discard this as a possibility. We can only cancel their algebraic variances 
if they both are governed by the same ordered permutation multiplication rule, and the product between 
them has no further impact on algebraic variance. This requires the result basis index for each of the 
parentheses products to be the same. This will only happen if the two parentheses products use the very 
same index pairs. So we arrive at our next invariant form.

Invariant Form 3; for a,b: 1-7, a ≠ b
e0 * [ (ea * eb ) * (ea * eb ) + (ea * eb ) * (eb * ea ) + (eb * ea ) * (ea * eb ) + (eb * ea ) * (eb * ea ) ]
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We can easily see the differential expression for this algebraic invariant represents the time rate of 
change for the energy density maintained within the rotational fields. Once again, the energy density 
and its time derivative are both algebraic invariants.

Now assume a non-zero outside basis element index, and once again distribute zero indexes starting 
first with one zero index in each of the parentheses. If both non-zero parentheses indexes are the same, 
the result inside the [ ] brackets is a scalar algebraic invariant and multiplication by any non-scalar 
outside basis element will also be an algebraic invariant, so our next algebraic invariant form is

Invariant Form 4; for a,b: 1-7
eb * [ (ea * e0 ) * (ea * e0 ) + (ea * e0 ) * (e0 * ea ) + (e0 * ea ) * (ea * e0 ) + (e0 * ea ) * (e0 * ea ) ]

We can recognize this as representing the gradient of the energy density maintained within the 
irrotational fields.

If we now stay with one zero index in each of the parentheses but require them to be different, the 
result inside the [ ] brackets now is governed by an ordered permutation triplet multiplication rule. We 
may counteract its algebraic variance by requiring its result product with the outside basis element to be 
governed by the same ordered permutation triplet multiplication rule. This will be the case only if the 
outside index matches one of the dissimilar non-zero indexes inside the [ ] brackets. Our next invariant 
form is thus

Invariant Form 5; for a,b: 1-7, a ≠ b
eb * [ (ea * e0 ) * (eb * e0 ) + (ea * e0 ) * (e0 * eb ) + (e0 * ea ) * (eb * e0 ) + (e0 * ea ) * (e0 * eb ) ]

Examining select differential results for inside the [ ] brackets, we see the dyadic products of different 
electric field components just as found in the classical Electrodynamics 4D stress-energy-momentum 
tensor. But now we have additional irrotational field types. This algebraically invariant form represents 
the differential contraction of the dyadic products of all irrotational field components.

As before, now require one of the parentheses products to have different non-zero indexes and keep one 
zero index in the other. Again we have an ordered permutation triplet multiplication rule algebraic 
variance compounded with the product rule for the non-zero index basis within the other parenthesis 
product. If it compounds a different ordered permutation triplet rule, our single remaining product with 
the outside basis element will not be able to counteract both algebraic variances, yielding an algebraic 
variant result. If instead the product of these two parenthesis products yields a scalar result, it will be a 
scalar algebraic variant and the product with outside non-zero index basis will then also be an algebraic 
variant. The only way to make this combination an algebraic invariant is to form the scalar product of 
our outside non-scalar basis element with the algebraic invariant Octonion Poynting Vector inside the 
[ ] brackets as in Invariant Form 2 above, so our next invariant form is

Invariant Form 6; for a,b: 1-7, a ≠ b
eb * [ (ea * e0 ) * (ea * eb ) + (ea * e0 ) * (eb * ea ) + (e0 * ea ) * (ea * eb ) + (e0 * ea ) * (eb * ea ) ]

The resultant differential expression for this combination of indexes represents the divergence of the 
Octonion  Poynting Vector.
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Moving on to both parentheses having unlike non-zero basis indexes, clearly we may utilize the scalar 
algebraic invariant insides of the [ ] brackets in Invariant Form 3

Invariant Form 7; for a,b,c: 1-7, a ≠ b
ec * [ (ea * eb ) * (ea * eb ) + (ea * eb ) * (eb * ea ) + (eb * ea ) * (ea * eb ) + (eb * ea ) * (eb * ea ) ]

We can recognize this as representing the gradient of the energy density maintained within the 
rotational fields.

The eighth and final Invariant Form excluding the possibility of needing scalar fields comes from our 
earlier observation that four successive products that represent any four separate ordered permutation 
triplet rules that exclude one of the non-scalar basis elements will be an algebraic invariant. We pick 
one form that will be consistent with the expectations of 4D classical Electrodynamics

Invariant Form 8; for a ≠ b ≠ c ≠ r ≠ s ≠ t ≠ 0 consistent with (ea eb er ), (eb ec et ), (er es et ), (ec ea es )
ec * [ (ea * eb ) * (eb * ec ) + (ea * eb ) * (ec * eb ) + (eb * ea ) * (eb * ec ) + (eb * ea ) * (ec * eb ) ]

Pulling out index combinations representing the magnetic field, we find the differential expression 
inside the [ ] brackets to represent dyadic products of different magnetic field components just as found 
within the stress-energy-momentum tensor of 4D classical Electrodynamics. So this represents the 
differential contraction of the dyadic products of all rotational field components.

At this point it will greatly simplify the presentation if we explicitly state the form of the Octonion 
Poynting vector S, the irrotational energy density EIRR and rotational energy density EROT and use their 
representatives instead of the complexity of all their constituents. 

Sj = ∑ k = 1 to 7 (– ∇k A0 – ∇0 Ak) (∇j Ak – ∇k Aj)

EIRR = ½ ∑ k = 1 to 7  (∇k A0 + ∇0 Ak)2 

EROT = ½ ∑ r = 1 to 6,  s=2 to 7,  s > r (∇r As – ∇s Ar)2 

The algebraic invariant scalar result forms are Invariant Form 1, Invariant Form 3, and Invariant Form 
6. They are respectively the time rate of change in EIRR, the time rate of change in EROT, and the 
divergence of S. These three forms sum to an equivalent representation for the scalar (work) portion of 
the Octonion force-work expression. Thus for j,k = 1 to 7 we have

[ ∇j Sj +  ∇0 (EROT + EIRR ) ] e0  =  –  jk ( – ∇0 Ak  – ∇k A0) e0  

This equation provides the mathematical statement of the conservation of energy after both sides are 
integrated over any arbitrary volume. The volume integral over the divergence of S is converted to an 
integral of the scalar product of S and the outward pointing surface normal vector over the enclosing 
surface. This represents the net flux of energy leaving the prescribed volume. The volume integral over 
the time rate of change in field energy density represents the time rate change in the total field energy 
within the prescribed volume. The volume integral over the Octonion work expression on the right 
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hand side is the negative rate of increase in mechanical energy within the volume. Moving over the 
expression on the right side of the equality, all three sum to zero, stating an increase in one necessarily 
requires a decrease in one or both of the other two. Total energy is neither created or destroyed, it can 
only move from place to place or change form.

The algebraic invariant non-scalar result forms are Invariant Form 2, Invariant Form 4, Invariant Form 
7, Invariant Form 5, and Invariant Form 8. They are respectively the time rate of change for S, the 
gradient of EIRR, the gradient EROT, the differential contraction of the irrotational field dyadic products, 
and the differential contraction of the rotational field dyadic products. 

If we specify the electric and magnetic field components from 4D classical Electrodynamics to be Ex, 
Ey, Ez  and Bx, By, Bz we find the diagonal elements of the 4D classical Electrodynamics stress-energy-
momentum tensor to be of the form

Ex
2 + Bx

2 – ½ E2 – ½ B2  
Ey

2 + By
2 – ½ E2 – ½ B2  

Ez
2 + Bz

2 – ½ E2 – ½ B2  

We will need to do something slightly different looking for these energy density gradients in order to 
get an equivalence with the Octonion Lorentz force. We however still need to identically match these 
terms for the traditional electric and magnetic fields, since they are correct as they stand. The gradient 
on field energy density terms must be written as follows for j and k = 1 to 7

∇j [ ( EROT – EIRR) + (∇j A0 + ∇0 Aj)2  –  (∇j Ak – ∇k Aj)2 ] ej 

Without too much effort, one can see this does indeed match the requirements correctly stated within 
the 4D classical Electrodynamics stress-energy-momentum tensor for the electric and magnetic field 
components. 

Thus we have the following for s, j and k = 1 to 7 and j ≠ k

– ∇0 Sj ej + ∇j [ ( EROT – EIRR) + (∇j A0 + ∇0 Aj)2  –  (∇j Ak – ∇k Aj)2 ] ej 

+ ∇k  [( – ∇0 Aj  – ∇j A0) ( – ∇0 Ak  – ∇k A0)  + (∇j As – ∇s Aj)(∇s Ak – ∇k As) ]  ej 

=  j0 ( – ∇0 Aj  – ∇j A0) ej  +  jk (∇j Ak – ∇k Aj) ej 

This equation is a statement of the conservation of momentum when integrated over an arbitrary 
volume. The first term on the left side represents the negative time rate of change for field momentum 
within the prescribed volume. The remainder of the left side is converted to an integral over the 
enclosing surface, representing the net flow of momentum into the volume. The Octonion Lorentz force 
on the right side of the equation integrates to the time rate of change for mechanical momentum within 
the volume. Thus the change in total momentum within the prescribed volume is balanced by the flux 
of momentum across its enclosing surface, equivalent to the force applied on the prescribed volume by 
the outside world.
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